
NO LIMITS RESPECT SUPPORT BROADENING HORIZONS COMMUNITY 

 

Be Smart 

TIE TIED 
worn at all times and to 

the trouser or skirt 

waistband. Ties must 

NOT be defaced in any 

way. 

REWARD  

BADGES ONLY 
displayed on the left 

lapel of blazer. 

ACADEMY BLAZER 
with Academy logo, to be 

worn at all times with 

sleeves rolled down.  

BLACK KNEE 

LENGTH SKIRT 
that is purchased from 

Steady Schoolwear or    

approved and embroidered 

by the academy ONLY. 

They must be knee length. 

PLAIN BLACK POLISHABLE NON 

BRANDED SHOES 
No boots (ankle/Chelsea or knee high), stiletto heels, shoes 

without backs, trainers or sandals. No Kickers/Dr Martins.  

(See the separate guide for full details). 

FULL ACADEMY PE KIT TO BE 

WORN ONLY. No branded or non branded 

items are permitted.  

YEAR 

GROUP TIES 

PLAIN WHITE 

SHIRT 
with full collar, tucked in. 

No polo shirts or blouses. 

PLAIN NON BRANDED 

BLACK LEATHER BELT 
can be worn if  necessary but 

must be discreet and have a 

small buckle. 

Respect your environment 

TROUSERS 
that are purchased from Steady 

Schoolwear or approved and           

embroidered by the academy ONLY.  

Trousers must  be long enough to 

touch the shoe and not  be tucked into 

socks. 

PLAIN BLACK OR DARK 

ANKLE SOCKS 
must be worn. 

- Outdoor coats and outdoor clothing to be removed before entering the Academy and whilst inside the Academy building.  

- Piercings are not permitted. No body or facial piercings. This includes facial, tongue and body piercings, covering jewellery with a plaster or 

wearing a retainer WILL NOT be accepted. Students can wear one set of stud earrings and a watch (no smart watches). No rings or bracelets. 

- Hats are not to be worn in the Academy. This includes baseball caps and beanie hats . 

- Electronic devices are not to be seen or heard in the Academy including smart watches or headphones whilst in the Academy   building. 

MUST be turned off and in students bag.  

- Bag needs to be carried by every student for their planner, stationary, reading book, practice book, electronic devices and PE kit. 

- Discreet makeup only. No unnatural coloured make up such as coloured eyeshadow or lipstick. No false eyelashes or excessive      unnatu-

ral eyebrow makeup. No false nails.  

- No extreme hair styles. No unnatural dyed hair colour, shaved patterns or lines in hair or eyebrows. No big or bright coloured hair accesso-

ries. Only plain black or dark clips and headbands are permitted.  


